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Delavier's Women's Strength Training Anatomy Workouts
Beast Mode The Perfect Log Book For Bodybuilders! This beast mode log
book makes a perfect gift for any exercising fan or trainer. It is
simple and easy to use. With this notebook you will be able to track
your progress and keep a log of your daily/weekly exercise routine
Also the beast mode let you record both of Cardio (time, distance,
int, pace) and Excercices (sets, reps, weight, rest) Features: Perfect
and Unique design 120 high quality pages Matte cover Confortable
dimensions; 6" x 9" Perfect gift idea for birthdays, anniversaries.
Get Your Copy Now! It's Guaranteed To Love!

WORKOUT LOG Track Your Progress: Training Journal / Weight
Lifting / Bodybuilding Log Book / Bodyweight / Fitness
Planner / Activity Log / Cardio Exercises / Achieve Goals
Lift Log - Workout Logbook. Perfect to record sets, reps, weights and
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your cardio routines. Work out more and improve your health. This
training journal exercise book is suitable for any level, from
beginner to fitness professional. It makes an inspiring gift for
people who could use a good workout planner and some motivation. Grab
one now, it's better than sending a card. Features Unique design 100
pages High-quality white paper Professionally designed thick cover
Perfect for gel, pen, ink, marker or pencils 6" x 9" dimensions;
portable size Perfect gift idea for birthdays, anniversaries or just
because you like to motivate them.

Weight Lifting Log Book
? EASY TO USE: With this Gym Notebook you are only tracking what is
truly relevant for your strength training workout - type of exercise,
weight, and repetitions. ? MOTIVATION: Every workout journal page
contains a unique quote from the greatest athletes and other high
achievers to give you that extra bit of motivation for your gym
session. ? VALUE: You get 120 exercise log book pages sized 5,5 x 8,5"
(approx. 14 x 21.6cm) with plenty of room to note down your weight
lifting/bodybuilding progress. ? STAY ON TRACK: Update your body
measurements periodically, track your gym days in the calendar, and
write down your improvements for your favorite exercises to visualize
how far you have come with your fitness plan. It also makes a great
fitness gift idea for friends and family to help them achieve their
goals.

Workout Log Book Weightlifting Fitness and Training Journal
Notebook
A quality workout and exercise diary for tracking workout details
(reps & sets, equipment used, time, etc.) and all other forms of
exercise. Also contains room for the day's dietary notes and more.
Leatherette cover in black with gold foil embossing.

Workout Log Book & Fitness Journal
The perfect Gym Diary for all body builders and weight lifting
enthusiasts or for anyone who wants to be able to keep track of their
progress! CREATED BY PROS The Gym Log was developed by people who know
the science of working out and comes with expertly laid out templates
and plenty of space for detailed tracking. DEFINE FITNESS GOALS What
are your training goals? Set up fitness goals and the date you want to
achieve them. Keeping track of your goals has never been easier! TRACK
PROGRESS Easily monitor your performance and track your progress
towards your goals. A great way to keep yourself motivated! ACHIEVE
RESULTS Remind yourself how far you've come already and celebrate your
small victories! Log your weight, measurements, and your personal
bests on the last pages. HIGH-QUALITY DURABILITY The dimensions of
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lightweight enough to take with you anywhere. The lines and letters
are clearly printed to make it easy to fill out and to cross
reference. 100% SATISFACTION GUARANTEE Our goal is to provide topquality products. If you are not happy you can simply return it to us
for a full, hassle-free refund. A LOT OF MORE COOL COVERS can be found
under the title by clicking on "PowerHousePublishing".

Lift Log
The Ultimate Weight Lifting Tracker Are you looking for a workout log
book to plan your training schedules on a dailly basis and keep track
of your progess? This is the place to be! Never walk into the gym
without a plan again, this workout journal allows you to record your
daily exercise routine so you can aim to achieve more the next day.
Details: 6" x 9" size 120 pages matte cover Soft paperback cover keep
track of your progress every week Are you ready to start working on a
new you? Yes? Then click the Buy button Now!

Beast Mode Notebook
Set Yourself Up for Better Health! Open this fitness journal and start
your journey to a healthy new you! This easy-to-use book will help you
record your everyday stats in order to solidify healthy eating and
exercise habits. Whether your goal is losing weight, exercising more,
or changing your self-care routines, this handy journal will keep you
on track as you set out on a healthy new path. Training for a Healthy
Life features easy ways to: - Record important daily stats. Write down
your weight, what you ate, how much you exercised, and how well you
took care of yourself every day. - Review your progress. Weekly checkins help you chart your progress and adjust your habits moving
forward. - Track your goals. Set your goals as you start your journey,
record daily goals, and evaluate your success at the end of the book.

Weight Training Log Book
A newly revised edition of the best-selling classic that launched
thousands of people on the road to fitness The Ultimate Workout Log is
an easy-to-use diary and goal tracker with a unique format and six
months' worth of space to record training routines and
accomplishments. Ever popular and endlessly useful, the log makes it
easy for users to note cardio, strength, and flexibility and balance
workouts, while also including space for nutrition notations. Research
shows that goal setting and daily self-monitoring lead to increased
participation and greater weight loss. So whether you're a veteran
marathoner or a first-time gym-goer, this log will provide motivation,
tools for analyzing patterns in your workouts, and a record of your
achievements. "Bound to help you stay on track."--Men's Fitness
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Based on the wildly successful Women's Health Big Book of Exercises,
this portable handbook offers readers step-by-step instructions (and
color photos) on how to perfectly execute the best fat-torching,
muscle-toning exercises ever choreographed. This essential workout
guide is for any woman--from beginner to expert--who wants to lose
weight fast, build strength, and tone those terrible trouble spots,
namely the belly, butt, and thighs. Complete with fast, effective
workouts for home use or to take to the gym, this easy-to-tote package
gives readers access to their favorite routines wherever they go. The
guidebook details "main moves" for targeting each major muscle group
and then shows readers variations that make the moves more challenging
and effective. Other highlights: • The best new exercise to firm
flabby arms • The ultimate circuit for a swimsuit ready body • The
fastest cardio workout of all time • Plus, 10 new workouts and an
exercise log to track progress from start to finish This shape-up
manual bulges with hundreds of useful tips, breakthrough science, and
cutting-edge workouts from the world's top trainers. Best of all,
it'll help readers shape a body that will ensure a longer, healthier,
happier lifetime.

Training for a Healthy Life
Ultimate Training Journal Make the most of your workout by recording
your lifting stats and tracking your progress and gains. Easily
organize your reps, weights, cardio, and measurements with this handy
workout logbook. Set Your Goals - Detail what you want to achieve ad
by when in yout workout log so you can easily track your progress
Record Your Workouts - 100 pages to record workout sessions of up to
11 exercises, your tempo, rest intervals, and your cardio Monitor Your
Progress - there are 19 pages at the back of the book to track your
progress by recording your measurements and one rep max personal bests
to keep on top of progress towards the goals you've set yourself 6 x 9
inches - easy to keep with you in your kit bag to record every
training session

Workout Log Book
Weightlifting Strength and Conditioning Log - This training journal is
perfect for any weightlifter who's serious about their training and
about achieving success and getting results. Use it to keep a record
of strength training sessions and cardio workouts. Keeping a record is
vital in order to track progress and maintain motivation levels. Each
page has daily tables to record exercises, weights and reps as well as
duration, pace, heart rate zones and calories burned during cardio
workouts. This ensures that a strength and conditioning plan is
adhered to and that any changes to the workouts can be fine tuned and
recorded to optimize performance. It is compact enough to be carried
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that simply loves the weightlifting. Makes a great Father's day,
Mother's day, Christmas or Birthday gift. Click on the author link to
see our other weightlifting logs and diaries in the series - Training
Log, to record technique and skills worked on, and Nutrition Log, to
record dietary intake. Size: 6 x 9 in. 120 Pages Glossy soft cover
Printed on white paper

The Women's Health Little Book of Exercises
Keep track of your goals, meals, and weight. This workout log includes
a motivation section to help you achieve your goals and stay positive
with each day.

Workout Log Book
A Lined notebook journal. Makes a perfect gift. 120 LINED pages.
Dimensions: 6" x 9" Custom Designed Glossy Cover. Get This Cool
Notebook To Write Down All Notes Or Create A Logbook. Gift this
amazing notebook to someone who works in this area or who's got this
hobby and make him/her happy with this great idea. Great for anybody
no matter if it's for the office, as sports log or daily Journal or
just to note down anything. This Notebook to Help You Organize Your
Plan And Your Day - TOP Pilots Designer Notebook Notebook Features:
120 Pages Of High Quality Paper Perfect For Gel Pen, Ink Or Pencils 6"
X 9" Paperback Notebook, Soft Matte Cover It Can Be Used As A Journal,
Notebook Or Just A Composition Book Great Size To Carry Everywhere In
Your Bag, For Work, High School, College It Will Make A Great Gift For
Any Special Occasion

Workout Log Book
The BEAST MODE Workout Log is designed to help you keep track of your
workouts so that you can make every workout keeping track of your
progress, you can tell right away what works and what doesn't.
exercise harder, set yourself with better goals and get better results
with your training. With this technical workout journal, you can track
every session, every set, and every rep you do in the gym. This beast
mode journal can become a blueprint of what works for you and for you
to share your success with others.In this workout Journal you can
record the following: CARDIO: Exercises, Distance, Time and Calories
Burned.STRENGTH: Upper Body, Lower Body, Abs, Muscle Groups,
Exercises, Sets and Reps.WEIGHT MEASUREMENT: Record your goals on the
weekly progress chart so you are on track to hit your goals!It's a
great size to throw in your gym bag! SIZE: 6 X 9 PAPER: Lightly Lined
on White Paper PAGES: 120 Pages Cover: Soft Cover (Matte)Get your copy

Fitness Trainer Because Badass Miracle Worker Isn't an
Official Job Title
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Finally, a weightlifting logbook created by women for women! Spinning
your wheels in the weights room? Want to boost your performance and
make those gains? If you're a female that likes to lift and want to
understand more about your training performance to get better results,
then it's time to start tracking more than just sets and reps. A
workout journal like no other, this logbook is designed to help you
track not just your workouts, but many areas that affect your
training: from mood and motivation, strength and energy, to sleep
quality, peri-workout nutrition and even your monthly cycle. Alongside
60 undated workout logs, there's a companion health inventory designed
to help you learn about how your body performs at different times of
the month and in response to different variables so you can tweak your
programming and become the best version of you possible. There's also
dedicated space for goal setting, physique check-ins, tracking PRs on
lifts over time and a recap at the end of the training period. This
female-specific strength training logbook helps you: SET UP FOR
SUCCESS WITH GOAL SETTING: Write down your goals for the training
period across strength, endurance/conditioning, physique and
flexibility/mobility. Get clear on your 'why' - understand what drives
you to succeed. MONITOR YOUR PHYSIQUE WITH MONTHLY CHECK-INS: Start
with an initial check-in and follow up every month to track progress.
Log weight, body fat, lean mass, water % and body measurements across
10 areas. TRACK 60 WORKOUTS: If you train 5x a week, this logbook will
last a full 12-week training cycle (60 workouts / 3 months). Each log
has space to track 5 sets of 10 exercises + 4 cardio/endurance
activities. ADVANCE YOUR TRAINING WITH THE HEALTH INVENTORY: The
ultimate workout log addition for women helps you understand how your
training is affected by sleep, nutrition and the stage of your monthly
cycle. What days do you feel strong? When do you struggle to find
motivation? How often are you feeling fatigued? LOG YOUR PERSONAL
RECORDS: A double-page spread to record PRs and track strength
progress over time. CONVENIENT & PORTABLE SIZE: This paperback logbook
is a handy 6" x 9" size, small enough to fit inside your gym bag yet
large enough to write in with plenty of space for notes. It comes
perfect bound with high quality (60GSM) crisp white paper. MODERN &
MOTIVATIONAL DESIGN: Featuring wraparound artwork on a 220GSM soft
cover notebook with a glossy finish that's easy to wipe off after a
sweaty gym session. (More cover designs available on our Author Page 'The Bench Press') The female cycle and its effect on training: Did
you know that the menstrual cycle has a huge impact on women's
training? Our hormones do more than suck our motivation and make us a
little moody! They affect every aspect of our fitness journey, from
strength to stamina and adherence. During the follicular phase, you're
likely at your strongest - aim for those PRs Strength is elevated
during ovulation yet you become more susceptible to injury In the
luteal phase you generally don't feel as strong, have a higher body
temperature and burn more energy from fat stores Use the health
inventory alongside your workout log to understand your personal
cycle, amplify your training and achieve your fitness goals. ARE YOU
READY? The perfect gym companion for any woman seeking to make gains
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(It also makes a great gift for all your fitness sisters!) Get your
training on the right track! Don't wait until the new year to start,
grab a copy now!

Women's Weight Lifting Notebook
Start the new year with a Bang and Shock Them with Your Results!
Measure and Track your Progress everyday with This Workout log book it will Help you to Gain Muscle or Lose Weight much easier. What's
inside? Body Measurements Page - includes the main body parts (such as
chest, waist, thighs, etc.) and the following months for taking the
measurements Start time and End time workout at the gym Tables for
Warm-up, Excercises, Cardio and Supplements/Vitamins Pages with
Different Pictures, so you won't get bored with them 110 Days (110
pages) 6x9 Size with Matte cover Remember to come back to the First
page of your measurements in case you lose Your Motivation to see what
Progess you have already made. Never Give Up!

Workout Log Book
Start tracking your fitness journey with this amazing Workout Log
Book! You can log the date of e exercises, series, reps, weight,
sleep, and calories burned as well as your different body building
exercises with repetitions done and weights lifted. Perfect for
beginners and more advanced ones. Workout Log Book Features: - Premium
glossy cover - 102 pure white - high quality pages - Blank workout
sheet - Large size 8.5 x 11 inches - Easy to clean Glossy cover Undated Pages Makes a great gift for sports fans.

Weightlifting Strength and Conditioning Log: Daily
Weightlifting Training Workout Journal and Fitness Diary for
Weightlifter and Coach - Notebook
This Workout Journal is great for keeping a log of your daily/weekly
exercise routine so you can track your progress. Stay motivated and
inspired to get in shape. For daily use, fill out and document your
nutrition and exercise. Workout Log Features: 100 Pages Perfectly
Sized At 6" x 9" Premium Glossy Cover Undated Pages, Start Any Day of
the Year Track Day and Time Track Workout Types Track Weight And
Measurements. Makes a great gift for your workout buddies!

Beast Mode Workout Log Book
BEST WORKOUT JOURNAL TRACKER! Are you bored of all personal journals
and are you looking for something new and different? Try this Workout
Journal and you will see that this is exactly what are you looking
for! This attractive Workout Journal is ideal to track your daily
workouts. This journal features: Very good quality paper that make
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(date, exercise, sets, reps, measurements etc.) Space to take notes
after each day of training Perfect 6"x9" format 120 pages Get this new
Workout Journal and you will love it! This journal is usually used as
a gift item.

WORKOUT LOG BOOK: Training Journal / Weight Lifting Log /
Fitness Planner / Activity Log / Bodyweight / Bodybuilding /
Cardio Exercises / GYM / Achieve Goals / Track Your
Progress!
Delavier’s Women’s Strength Training Anatomy Workouts delivers the
exercises, programming, and advice you need for the results you want.
Based on the anatomical features unique to women, this new guide sets
the standard for women’s strength training. The 290 full-color
illustrations allow you to see inside 157 exercises and variations and
49 programs for strengthening, sculpting, and developing your arms,
chest, back, shoulders, abs, legs, and glutes. Step-by-step
instructions work in tandem with the anatomical illustrations and
photos to ensure you understand how to maximize the efficiency of each
exercise. You’ll see how muscles interact with surrounding joints and
skeletal structures and learn how movement variations can isolate
specific muscles and achieve targeted results. Delavier’s Women’s
Strength Training Anatomy includes proven programming for reducing
fat, adding lean muscle, and sculpting every body region. Whether
you’re beginning a program or enhancing an existing routine, working
out at home or at the gym, it’s all here and all in the stunning
detail that only Frédéric Delavier can provide. The former editor in
chief of PowerMag in France, author and illustrator Frédéric Delavier
has written for Le Monde du Muscle, Men’s Health Germany, and several
other publications. His previous publications, including Strength
Training Anatomy and Women’s Strength Training Anatomy, have sold more
than 2.5 million copies.

Workout Log Book
This weight lifting logbook is a must-have for anyone who is serious
about beginning or improving their weight lifting regimen. Has been
designed so that you can easily monitor your achievements and goals.
Specifications: Dimensions: 6" x 9" (15.24 x 22.86 cm) Pages: 110
Cover: Matte

Workout Log Book
Track of your fitness journey with this Workout Log Book. You can log
the date of e exercises, series, reps, weight, sleep, and calories
burned as well as your different body building exercises with
repetitions done and weights lifted. Perfect for beginners and more
advanced ones. It's great as a gift for sports fans. Log Book
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Gorilla Deadlift
Don't think too much and just get started! This simple and easy
workout / fitness tracker journal gives you just the essentials of
making workout or exercise your habit. Simple enough to visualize the
progress of your healthy exercise routine. Essential items ?Checklists
for warmups to safely start your intense exercise. ?Tables for cardios
where you can write in time, distance, pace and heart rate, which is
important to find out how much intensity of cardio gives you the best
health benefit. ?Tables to write supplents and vitamins ?Small size (
6x9 ) with soft cover ?100 Days (100 pages) Perfect workout or fitness
gift for men, women and kids who want change their body and health.

Weight Lifting Log
How many times have you walked into the gym without a clear plan of
what you wanted to do? Did you complete your last workout efficiently?
Or did you skip out on some exercises and sets because you simply
weren't "feeling it"? Having your workout written out ahead of time in
your workout log book eliminates the mental struggle we engage in, the
back-and-forth where we try to legitimize ducking out early. We want
to help you have a better understanding at how you progress so we
designed our Workout Journal to be: USEFUL: The workout log can reveal
patterns of strength development, weight change, mental attitude,
overtraining, and plateaus clearer than even your most committed
training partner. It's a great teaching tool. With a workout journal,
you can track every session, every set, and every rep you do in the
gym. The journal can become a blueprint of what works for you.
STRAIGHFORWARD AND EASY TO USE- Keeping a detailed journal is a
practice you'll be grateful for in the long run. The more information
you write down, the more useful it will be. In this Workout Journal
you can record the following: CARDIO -Exercises-Distance-Time-Calories
Burned STRENGTH - Upper Body- Lower Body- Abs- Muscle GroupsExercises- Sets- Reps WEIGHTMEASUREMENTYOUR GOALSWEEKLY PROGRESS CHART
This book is also the perfect gift for anybody with a passion for
exercise. Simple and easy to use, the pages are ready and waiting to
be filled. A NOTEBOOK BUILT TO LAST- We want your journal to last a
long time so you can always look back a month or a year into the past
and see that your toughest set back then is your first easy work set
now. The sturdy cover is made of tough paperback with strong, secure
professional trade binding so the pages won't fall out after a few
months of use. WELL-CRAFTED INTERIOR- With a page to input personal
details and 120 pages to record your workout, we only used thick,
white paper to avoid ink bleed-through. The lines and letters are
clearly printed to make it easy to fill out and to cross reference.
PERFECT SIZE- With its 15.24 x 22.86 cm (6" x 9") dimensions, you can
squeeze it into a purse with ease. Lightweight and durable, it's the
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during your gym workouts. COOL COVERS!- To top it all, we have an
array of cover designs for you to choose from. Get inspired by our
collection of truly creative book covers. We stand for quality and aim
to provide the best writing experience with our notebooks. Our Workout
Log Book is great for keeping a log of your daily/ weekly exercise
routine so you can track your progress. Keep motivated, exercise
harder, craft better goals and get better results with your training.
Pop it in your training bag and start a journal of what you are doing.
So, get a copy now!

LFT HVY SHT Workout Log Book
Companion Notebook For Weight Lifting Enthusiasts This logbook has
fillable pages including weekly training schedule, training goals and
log pages. Keep yourself accountable, tracking your exercise, set, rep
and weight activity. Record your personal measurements and ongoing
weight. Makes a great gift for weight lifting and training
enthusiasts. large 8.5 x 11 inches smooth white paper glossy paperback
cover

Workout Log Book
Gym Training Log Book Keep Daily Tracker of your training Great for
recording all your training / workout activity. DETAILS: - Cardio *
Exercises * Time * Distance * Calories Burned- Strength * Upper Body *
Lower Body * Abs * Muscle Groups * Exercises * 6 Sets * Reps * Weight

Powerlifting Journal Training Log Book
FEATURES WORKOUT LOG BOOK: Space to take notes on each exercise and
the entire workout Space to record (Date, Exercise, Set Reps, Set
Weightt,Cardio,Muscle Group) Glossy cover Perfect size- With its 15.24
x 22.86 cm (6" x 9") dimensions COOL COVERS!- To top it all, we have
an array of cover designs for you to choose from. Get inspired by our
collection of truly creative book covers. 168 high quality pages(

GymPad Workout Journal
Fitness expert Adam Zickerman presents a revolutionary exercise
program – slow strength training – that will forever change the way
people work out. The Power of 10 seems to contradict nearly everything
we're accustomed to hearing about exercise. Forget hours on the
treadmill, and forget daily visits to the gym. This new program offers
20 minute workout sessions, once or twice per week, with an alluring
emphasis on rest and recovery on your days off. The principle behind
The Power of 10 is simple: by lifting weights in slow motion, making
each rep last 20 seconds (10 seconds lifting and 10 seconds lowering)
instead of the typical 7 seconds, you can maximize muscle
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will need days to recover and repair properly. Studies have shown that
such routines can increase lean body mass, help burn calories more
efficiently, and prevent cardio–vascular disease more effectively than
aerobic exercise alone.

Workout Log Book
Workbook For Workout Enthusiasts This logbook has fillable pages for
your weekly training schedule, goals and daily log pages. Keep
yourself accountable, tracking your exercise activity, sets, reps and
weights. Record your personal measurements and weight progress day by
day. Makes a great gift for workout exercise enthusiasts who want to
keep up their healthy and active lifestyles. large 8.5 x 11 inches
smooth white paper glossy paperback cover

Working On My Buns Workout Log
Book: Workout Log Book & Fitness Journal! Here we have weekly training
for weight lifting and Cardio workouts. Log Your workout sets, reps,
weights, cardio. Keep check of your Cardio workout for a better
workout. Features: Premium Cover Designed Weight Training Cardio Large
8.5" x 11" Inside The Book: 153 Pages Full Guide Workout Click The Buy
Button Right To Make Your Log!

Workout Log Book
GymPad is the all new, highest quality, modern workout journal to log
your progression in the gym. Our unique design provides you with a
structured way to log each and every workout day by day, keeping you
on track to achieve your goals.

Gym Log Book: Personal Training Exercise Log, Weight
Training Daily Log, Log Cardio & Strength Workout Diary for
Everyone
This is your Powerlifting Trainingslog and Notebook. The best Gym
Journal for writting the weights, reps and exercise in this book. And
wirte your feelings and how was your training.

Workout Journal Tracker
This weight lifting logbook is a must-have for anyone who is serious
about beginning or improving their weight lifting regimen. Has been
designed so that you can easily monitor your achievements and goals.
Specifications: Dimensions: 6" x 9" (15.24 x 22.86 cm) Pages: 110
Cover: Matte

Power of 10
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Have you entered the gym totally confused without a clear and proper
planning? Do you ever keep a track of the exercises that you competed
last? Or did you skip out on some exercises and sets because you
simply felt lazy? Having your workout written out ahead of time in
your workout log book eliminates the mental struggle and saves your
time too!With this WORKOUT LOG BOOK JOURNAL, you can track every
workout and check the progress of your weights you lift.Achieving the
fitness goals takes a lot of hard work, pain and of course planning.
Our fitness tracker will keep you charged up and motivated through
your journey of getting fitter and better.-The key to achieving your
goal at the gym is to stay consistent with your workout.-Keeping a log
of your workouts in this personalized exercise journal will help you
stay motivated and healthy.-You can track your progress with this
fitness log. With hard work and determination you can set goals sooner
and stay on course for the long term.-Get inspired, think positive and
reflect on your fitness journey with this workout journal designed to
inspire you daily.-Whether you're training, trying to lose weight or
just want to be aware of your workouts, harness the power Of
journaling with this premium logbook. This book is a perfect gift for
men women and kids who have the zeal to exercise daily and stay strong
and fit. It is a great logbook which is simple and easy to use.This
journal contains: -120 pages-Perfectly sized at 6" x 9"-Matte finished
for an elegant look and feel-Well organised tables to note down your
name, goals, exercises, sets, repetition, weights, rest, time, notes
You can also track your sleep hours and calories burnt.

Workout Log Book
This funny weight lifting Workout Log Book saying 'LFT HVY SHT' is a
perfect gift a body builder who wants to journal exercises while doing
workout and fitness at the gym. You can use this notebook as a workout
log book, planner, bodybuilding notebook, fitness log or to plan,
schedule or track your exercises. You can log the date of exercise,
your cardio workouts including time, speed or intensity and calories
burned as well as your different body building exercises with
repetitions done and weights lifted.

Workout Log Book
How many times have you walked into the gym without knowing clearly
what to do? Having your workout written out ahead of time in your
workout log book removes all that mental struggle. Fitness Trainer
Because Badass Miracle Worker Isn't an Official Job Title is a
motivating yet elegant fitness logbook, planner, notebook, and journal
to plan all your workout sessions and track your progress throughout
the year. A must-have for any fitness, weight training fan, and an
excellent gift idea for your fellow Gym friends and family, or even
for your personal trainer! Impress the people around you with this
cool notebook. 6" x 9" 200 pages workout journal with a well-crafted
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BodyMinder
Workout Fitness Exercise Journal Notebook The Workout and Fitness
Journal logs all your daily exercise, without all the added junk other
journals offer. This is a very compact yet effective fitness tool that
allows you to create a fitness plan, track your progress, and achieve
your fitness goals. Great for both fitness junkies and beginners
alike; small enough to toss in your gym bag on the run, and durable
covers. This journal is great for creating and adhering to a wellplanned fitness regimen. Workout 3-4 times a week? 6 times a week?
Either way, make sure you're getting the most out of it by creating
variation and planning for success. 150 workouts worth of weight
lifting PLUS cardio logging Each workout tracks 10 exercises per
workout, and 3 cardio Up to 6 sets per exercise with variable weight
Space for notes Perfectly sized at 6" x 9" For people who workout 3-4
times a week, a 150 pages journal would cover them for the year.
Softcover Bookbinding Flexible Paperback

Workout Planner
Have you entered the gym totally confused without a clear and proper
planning? Do you ever keep a track of the exercises that you competed
last? Or did you skip out on some exercises and sets because you
simply felt lazy? Having your workout written out ahead of time in
your workout log book eliminates the mental struggle and saves your
time too!With this WORKOUT LOG BOOK JOURNAL, you can track every
workout and check the progress of your weights you lift.Achieving the
fitness goals takes a lot of hard work, pain and of course planning.
Our fitness tracker will keep you charged up and motivated through
your journey of getting fitter and better.-The key to achieving your
goal at the gym is to stay consistent with your workout.-Keeping a log
of your workouts in this personalized exercise journal will help you
stay motivated and healthy.-You can track your progress with this
fitness log. With hard work and determination you can set goals sooner
and stay on course for the long term.-Get inspired, think positive and
reflect on your fitness journey with this workout journal designed to
inspire you daily.-Whether you're training, trying to lose weight or
just want to be aware of your workouts, harness the power Of
journaling with this premium logbook. This book is a perfect gift for
men women and kids who have the zeal to exercise daily and stay strong
and fit. It is a great logbook which is simple and easy to use.This
journal contains: -120 pages-Perfectly sized at 6" x 9"-Matte finished
for an elegant look and feel-Well organised tables to note down your
name, goals, exercises, sets, repetition, weights, rest, time, notes
You can also track your sleep hours and calories burnt.
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Book Small For Workout 120 Pages 6x9 In
Notebook for Serious Weight Trainers This logbook has fillable pages
for your weekly training schedule, goals and daily log pages. Keep
yourself accountable, tracking your exercise activity, sets, reps and
weight lifting. Record your personal measurements and weight
progression. Makes a great gift for weight training enthusiasts who
are serious about weight lifting. large 8.5 x 11 inches smooth white
paper glossy paperback cover

Fitness Journal and Weight Lifting Log
Keep track of your workouts and get better long-term results. This
6"x9" training journal/logbook has sections for both cardio and weight
training sessions. You can log workout type, duration and distance,
calories burned, weightlifting sets, weight and reps, and more. Grab a
copy today, and get started on your fitness and strength training
goals!
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